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THE ALPS PROGRAM. WORKING TOGETHER BEYOND BORDERS.

A hello to all. It seems that a wave of parliamentary
elections and events have now passed and agencies are
settling into readjusted structures and new leadership
teams. Hurrah! My reading is that park management folk
have continued with the ‘can do’ attitude and continue to
have a smile on the face and a passion and enthusiasm in
application to the tasks at hand.
It was good to also recently hear that Australia has rebuilt
a focus on the importance of science. The Hon.
Christopher Pyne has taken on the Science portfolio in
the new Turnbull government and the Hon. Karen Andrews
has a full parliamentary focus as the Assistant Minister
for Science. Science will remain a strong focus for the
Alps program; an area of endeavour in which we can build
strong partnerships. Good science is a strong nexus for
good Australian Alps management. We welcome too Dr
Alan Finkel to the role of the 8th Chief Scientist of Australia,
commencing in January 2016.

THE
It’s International Mountain Day on December 11th which,
to the United Nations, is a day each year when we can
CONNECTIONS thanks
stop and refresh what we know and value about the world’s
mountains. If you’re a little hazy about why mountain
RUN DEEP landscapes are worth reflecting upon, read on…

Respectful of good science we also note the passing of
highly respected Alps ecologist Roger Goods. An eminent
scientist, public servant, and alps alumnus. I thank Graeme
Worboys for his words here in this edition of News from
the Alps.
And in this edition we bring to you a range of stories
- occurrences and events from the past year plus some
words on aspects of the Alps perhaps unknown to you.
Lizards, walking & ski trails, historic trees and persistent
seeds, for your pleasurable edification. Read on.
May your life and connections to the Australian Alps be
rewarding in the months ahead. Ooroo for now.
Andrew Nixon program manager & editor

Here Mount Belukha at 4,500+ metres, the highest peak of the
World Heritage-listed Golden Mountains of Altai in Russia, is the
hero. But look again and you’ll see more than just an awe-inspiring
landscape: this is the birthplace of the mighty River Ob; this small
shrine marks these mountains’ spiritual significance.

Mountains are, by nature, prominent and substantial features on our Earth. They cover 27
per cent of the surface and they provide we humans (let alone other organisms) with things
that are valuable. Mountains are places rich with many life forms, and this is because their
altitude range offers many different landscapes and micro habitats. Mountains are often
remote and isolated islands in the landscape and so they tend to act as wildlife refuges
and include some of the richest biodiversity areas on Earth. Many of these mountains are
protected and 159 of the 222 natural World Heritage Properties in 2014 were mountainous.
They form an ‘up-mountain’ cool retreat for species in a climate change world.
Mountains give water, or in the words of the people who quantify things (Linniger et al.
1998), half of humanity relies on the freshwater that emanates from high places. It’s also
a fact that people are fed by mountains and connect with mountains in other ways - via
recreation and through their spiritual beliefs. Whether you’re farming, skiing, or caught up
in ritual and ceremony, the mountain setting is the key.
Spin the globe, and it’s easy to spot that there are many mountains stretching over the
land-mass-rich northern hemisphere. Here in the southern, we’re weighted more towards
ocean so that the mountains we do have are in some way even more precious. And when
you focus on the Australian continent – fabulously flat with an average altitude of 330m –
the Australian Alps become invaluable. We are fortunate because our Alps form no international borders, unlike other places in the world, and so they don’t suffer from the stress of
war. Almost 70% of our mountains are also protected in the form of national parks – a feat
achieved last century by people with brilliant foresight.
If we step back and take stock, we have nationally significant mountain landscapes, managed for their values, and especially as a source of clean water, in a place of peace. This is
perhaps what we can celebrate locally on December 11th on a day designated by the United
National General Assembly more than ten years ago. Each year since then, people have
joined others worldwide, to pause and remember why they value their mountains.
International Mountain Day 2015 - Promoting mountain products for better livelihoods
http://www.fao.org/forestry/internationalmountainday/en/
Linniger, H., Weingartner, R. and Grossjean, M. (1998) Mountains of the World: Water towers for the 21st century,
Mountain Agenda, University of Bern, Bern.

Further reminders that we have much to celebrate on December 11th: Peyto
Lake, Banff National Park, World Heritage property, Canada at left; and Langshan
National Park, World Heritage Danxia Formation Serial Site, China at right.

THE
DARGO
DUO

There’s a two-person Parks Victoria
team tucked in below Mount Hotham
at Dargo. Cliff Ireland is the Ranger
Team Leader: his team is Ranger, Vicki
Jones. It’s obvious that they’ve a great
relationship (without which the office
clearly couldn’t function), and what
follows is a snapshot of their cosy
work-life, set in a landscape which is
anything but…

Luckily, it’s the sublime landscape they work within – which is jaw-droppingly beautiful, but
also capricious – that both Vicki and Cliff find extraordinarily appealing. Both had worked
in central Victoria: Vicki arrived six years ago and within a year knew she could never leave;
Cliff has been in the role three years after waiting patiently for this dream position, poised
half way between the mountains and the sea at Bairnsdale. Neither of the Dargo duo seem
fazed that their patch ranges over 268,000 hectares across Victoria’s Alpine National Park.
The variety of rugged landscapes, remotely scattered campsites and countless water crossings are just part of the deal. How then does their typical day play out?
“There is no ordinary day.” Cliff explains. “We plan our day, then it can be thrown into
disarray due to fire, an emergency or dealing with a compliance issue. We are constantly
reviewing and prioritising.” Vicki agrees. “I could be on my way to carry out camp ground
maintenance and I’ll come across someone who isn’t following the National Parks regulations.” And this happens often. Educating park users is part of the job, especially necessary
in a national park where you can hunt deer. The team regularly find themselves explaining
that it’s not ok to cross from a section of state forest and into the National Park with your
hunting dog; that while it’s fine to gather fallen timber for your fire, felling trees isn’t; that
you need to bring a hefty enough calibre gun to drop an animal humanely if you’re in the Alpine National Park. By the time Vicki has dealt with a non-compliant visitor she often needs
to check the weather and adjust her day accordingly.
And that’s because weather plays a huge role in what does and doesn’t happen in a day.
Says Cliff, “We’re constantly monitoring the forecasts and the river levels given we might be
planning to cross up to 12 in a day. We also need to think beyond the local weather. If we’re
in a valley where the sun is shining, we could get cut off by flood waters if it’s rained 20 to
50 kilometres away.”

The view from Dimmicks Lookout Alpine National Park.

Cliff and Vicki do work together, but most often they work independently, sometimes travelling more than three hours each way to pay a visit to a remote camp site. “If I find there’s
something that needs repairing when I get there,” explains Vicki, “I’ll stay the night.” Being
kitted up – in bush craft, common sense, equipment and safety training – is obviously a
necessity. Having solid people skills is also handy. They both recall a day when they met a
visitor walking out of the bush after a toilet stop – with him he had his dog, a roll of toilet
paper and a shovel. The problem was the presence of the dog in a national park, and as Cliff
explained the issue, the man lost his temper and started waving the shovel around. Vicki,
ever-resourceful, was quick to take action: she edged across to the camp fire and lifted the
lid off the visitor’s camp oven to use as a shield if necessary.

But moments like these are rare and usually
quickly diffused. In fact the relationship
building aspect of the role of the Dargo
team is an important and rewarding part of
the job.
Cliff’s role often involves setting up links
with Park users. “I’ll be talking with a local
4WD club and together organising a session
out at a camp site, where they’ll help us by
pulling out and rebuilding old fire pits and
installing new picnic tables.”

Cliff Ireland, Ranger Team Leader based at Dargo,
during a joint compliance weekend.

But building community ties can be tricky.
Vicki remembers that first day in Dargo feeling like she’d walked into a wild west town.
Says Cliff, “Dargo is a cattlemen’s town and
some of the old runs now sit in the Alpine
National Park. It’s a politically sensitive setting and in some ways is the last frontier.”
Move along six years and Vicki is part of the
70-strong core community. She lives ten
minutes out on Mt Thompson with views
of Mt Valencia and the Pinnacles, she’s in
the local Dragonian’s band and has friends
with differing viewpoints about cattle in the
alpine landscape. Says Cliff, “It says a great
deal about Vicki that she has succeeded in
being accepted by this community.”
So if every day is different and often unexpected, is there anything that is a constant?
They both agree when Cliff says, “Every
time you’re in the field, and you get out of
the car, it’s still a Kodak moment.”

Dargo Ranger Vicki Jones fitting snow chains at Lost Plain, Alpine National Park.

THEY’RE
PINCHING
THEMSELVES
@ KHANCOBAN

There comes a moment when it’s
time to throw out your favourite old
coat and instead put on something
new that will do the job a whole
lot better. In some ways, that’s just
what’s happened to the New South
Wales National Parks and Wildlife
Service’s office-visitor facility at
Khancoban. While the smell of
new decking and fresh paint is still
hanging in the air, Jane Saxton,
Area Administration Officer
describes what was, what now is,
and how it’s all shaking down…

“The old building had come to us from the Snowy Hydroelectric Scheme some time in the
mid 1970s. It was surplus to their needs so the Parks Service began leasing it from them as
part of setting up in the area.”
The arrangement was ideal in those early days, but come this century, the tired portable
wasn’t able to keep up with the demands being placed on it. It was now being asked to
function not only as an office but also as a visitor facility, and the fact that it was tucked
up a quiet street made it tricky for visitors to find it. Its fragmented layout and small, dark
rooms made it difficult to hold meetings, to welcome visitors (especially people with access
challenges) and to cope with short-term projects or events where extra space for staff was
needed. Once the age and current state of the building was factored in, it was an obvious
decision to look at the whole thing afresh.
Thanks to an inspired agreement between the Parks Service and the local Tumbarumba
Shire Council, a brilliant solution now sits smack in the middle of town. Visitors can’t miss
the information facility which is in wandering distance from the shops. There’s a lovely large
parking lot, and the building itself has a big deck out front where anyone can check out the
information on display 24 hours a day or buy their park’s entry from the ticket machine.
The building does house staff but it is officially know as the Visitor Kiosk, and when it’s
open during the day, there’s a wealth of material inside. Displays change monthly, staff
are friendly and knowledgeable (of course), and there’s enough light and space in what is
actually a compact footprint, so that groups can gather and learn more about the landscape
around them.
“The reaction has been overwhelmingly positive. People walk in, look around and say, ‘oh
wow, look at that’. From a staff viewpoint, the working space is much lighter and there are
views. The rangers have their space tucked away so they aren’t distracted when they’re in
the office, and from mine, I can keep an eye on things in the visitor facility. We’ve a meeting
room, a spare office to accommodate staff when they visit seasonally to work on projects
(like Orange Hawkweed control), and a radio ops room for bushfire or search & rescue
events.
“Coming to work is wonderful”, proof that a space designed with function and comfort in
mind can make a major contribution to anyone’s working day.

Spacious and well designed: the new visitor facility functions brilliantly for both visitors and parks staff.

GROOMING
TIPS

When the snow arrives, the Australian Alps takes on more than a
new look. Managing a seasonallyaltered landscape for a different
set of visitors is another twist to
the parks management role. Looking at just the cross country skiers, this is what’s involved at both
Victoria’s Fall’s Creek and Perisher
Valley in New South Wales…

But first some background. For those who aren’t aware three sub-groups exist under the
umbrella of cross country skiing - touring, skate and classic. Touring skiers are the easiest
to accommodate being happy to throw on their broad skis and head out into the landscape.
Both the skate and the classic skiers have different needs: skaters don very skinny lightweight skis to cover great distances preferably on snow with a flat, sleek corduroy finish;
and classics take to tracks prepared with railway-like grooves.
Parks Victoria Ranger and Team Leader, Kevin Cosgriff, explains that in Victoria, most of the
formed cross-country tracks sit within the ski resorts or in the areas of national parks that
abut them. At Falls Creek, the annual creation of the track network is a process of collaboration between Parks Victoria and the resort; the resort’s machine operators groom all the
trails wherever they sit, while it’s the Parks Victoria staff who manage the process.
Marking the trails is actually a lot more involved than just a chance to get out on skis or
snowmobile. “In marking the tracks, we take into account the route, the potential views, the
hazards, and the degree of skill necessary for each.” As they plunge the highly sophisticated
marking devices into the snow – two-metre lengths of orange electrical conduit – they refer
to their GPS log from the previous year, making improvements and adjustments as necessary. The grooming machines then follow the course and prepare the tracks’ surface for the
visitors, usually creating a combo version with both the fine corrugations desired by the
skaters and the grooves needed by the classic skier running side by side. At Falls Creek,
that’s 65 kilometres of track.
Ongoing grooming throughout the season freshens up the surface and the experience. Making the decision of when to groom is a complex business, ideally taking place at night when
it won’t impact on users. In real life, the weather needs to be factored in. “We might have
no fresh snow forecast with freezing temperatures expected overnight. Under this scenario
we’d aim to groom the trail before it freezes, and the freeze will give the surface a beautiful finish.” Experience helps avoid leaving the grooming to too late in the day or evening
when the machines would have to make do with frozen snow with which it’s much harder to
achieve a good finish.

Snow fences after a snowfall on Perisher Valley’s, Valley Trail.

Part of the success of maintaining a good track is to add some feedback into the mix. The
end users happily share their experiences and it’s often through their comments that Kev
and the team are able to make adjustments where the track might be faster than expected,
or too tricky. “We’ll widen the corner, or change the approach to a descent.” After all it’s all
about a very special winter experience. “When you get a gorgeous, sunny day, you’re happy
to be in that landscape. Well groomed tracks only add to that experience.”

Across the border around Perisher, National
Parks & Wildlife Service Summit Ranger
Tim Greville describes a similar yet different scenario. To begin with, all the tracks in
and around the Perisher resort – the home
trail system and the longer sections in the
Perisher Range – these sit in the National
Park and are the responsibility of the Parks
Service. Management decisions, contractor
grooming, and liaising with volunteers is all
part of the NPWS management role. “We’ve
a cross-country community group that’s
active year round, giving us about 1500
hours of assistance every year.” In summer,
that translates to four or five working parties
under Parks’ direction and support to carry
out vegetation maintenance. Closer to the
ski season, volunteers lay pipes over watercourses before the first snow falls, and once
the season is up and running, volunteers
take up residence at Perisher’s hub of cross
country skiing – the Sverre Kaaten Nordic
Shelter – where they liaise with the grooming contractor as well as the end users.
Apart from the tracks themselves, there are
other add-ons in both states designed to
improve the visitor experience. Parks Victoria is in the process of developing seasonal
signage with interchangeable panels giving
winter and summer visitors season-specific
information. Signs around Perisher are
being upgraded to include maps which are
available as geo referenced, downloadable
pdfs. Backing this up with a low tech approach, the Perisher tracks are also marked
with poles set at 30m intervals: each with a
colour coded directional arrow, the length
of the trail and the number of the pole. This
system quickly helps both to identify where
some routine maintenance is necessary – a
tree across the track – or where to locate
an injured skier. Also in place, infra-red
counters are helping deliver visitor numbers
to inform management decisions, and snow
fences – slatted structures which slow wind
speed to increase snow drop near trails –
are helping to focus snow where it’s most
appreciated by skiers.
Skating skiers at right share a combo groomed track with classic cross country skiers on the left.

In challenging weather, Lydia Guja, Seedy Volunteer Annette Harry and ACT Parks Ranger Brandon Galpin head out to the
project’s study plots with Department of Environment staff member Liam Banyer behind the camera.

WHEN
BURYING
GIVES
ANSWERS

Question: what do you get from
a boggy scientific project? Answer: information on which you’ll
base your decisions; but also
more questions needing answers.
Almost to the end of its three-year
run, Lydia Guja’s latest project is a
good example of just this…

Arriving at the Australian National Botanic Gardens (Canberra) in 2012 to work as a seed
conservation biologist, Lydia kept her eyes peeled for a research project that would offer
support to a needy plant community. Six months later she had a candidate and an angle.
The nationally listed endangered Alpine Sphagnum Bogs and Associated Fens community is
found only in small fragments across the Australian Alps – some handily close to Canberra
in Namadgi National Park. Beaten around by fire and both plant and animal pests, this
particular plant community had been, and still is the focus of remedial works. What proved
to be of tantalisingly interest to Lydia was the fact that whatever recovery works were being
carried out, they predominantly relied on the natural landscape’s capacity to re-green itself
through shoots from rhizomatous plants or on the seed bank which was assumed to be
lying dormant in the soil.
“Given that fires appear to be occurring more frequently, I wanted to gain a better understanding of the soil seed bank dynamics and how long soil seed banks might persist
between fire events.”
This apparently simple question is, when you delve further, host to many angles and further
questions. To begin with, does the seed bank exist? How large is it? Are the dormant seeds
viable and for how long do they stay that way? What gap of time do you need between fires
to ensure a plant in this community has a chance to reach maturity and actually set seed?
And what’s the answer to all these questions for each of the 200-odd species which can
make up the bogs and fens, or even the 50-odd species that are most frequently found in
bogs and fens?
Lydia’s project starts with gathering information about seed dormancy. To keep the project
manageable Lydia and her team (which included members of the Seedy Volunteers as well
as rangers from Namadgi National Park) targeted 13 key species. Seed from various locations was gathered during the 2011-12 summer. They cleaned and bagged the seed in a
series of 60 nylon-mesh strips, each containing 13 pockets for 13 species. (With 50 seeds
per pocket that adds up to 39,000 seeds.) The preparation was done as quickly as possible
because the aim was to get back out into the field so that the seeds could be buried almost
as if they’d settled into the landscape naturally. In early June, the team headed out and,
touching the bogs very lightly, buried the seedy strips, five to 10 centimetres deep at five
carefully chosen paired plots. And that’s where they’ve sat for almost three years, some in
decaying peat and some in live sphagnum, waiting for Lydia, a volunteer or two, and usually
a ranger to return to lift some of the seed bags for testing.

Gathering seed for the project took place in summer and autumn:
here Richea continentis fruits at Snowy Flat in Namadgi National Park.

“Very few of the seeds have germinated while they’ve been buried. We’ve taken them back
to the lab and tested them under controlled conditions to see if they’re alive and gather
more information. We now know that viable seed does persist in the peat and the sphagnum
and that specific temperature, moisture and light levels are likely triggers for germination*.”
This is good news for restoration work which assumes that there is viable seed ready to
leap into action when needed. However, it’s been revealed that the proportion of seeds that
can and do germinate changes drastically depending on the time of year. This information
could be helpful to land mangers when they’re deciding how to respond to disturbance
events.
“We also determined that some species are closely linked to what’s taking place in their
environment. For example, cold stratification (wet and cold followed by wet and warm
conditions) is needed in some cases before seeds will germinate. That could be an issue if temperature thresholds aren’t met through the effects of climate change*.” And the
germination of seeds also varied with the substrate they were buried in. Peat (the decaying
layer of dead sphagnum) or living sphagnum were not always on par and seeds buried in
sphagnum often germinated better once they were brought back to the lab. It would be
great to know more, beyond this relatively short study, about the long-term implications of
these differences for the soil seed bank dynamics*.
Data-logging equipment set alongside the plots has monitored soil temperature and moisture to help gain a better understanding of those germination cues (particularly temperature
and moisture), the best conditions for dormancy alleviation, and whether certain patterns in
seasonal conditions are triggers for germination.
The project is in its final stages but Lydia is happy to share the early results in more detail
via email: Lydia.Guja@environment.gov.au
*Everywhere that an asterix has appeared, possible future studies pop up which will provide more information,
answer more questions and help inform parks management decisions.

Cleaning and sorting often delicate and tiny seeds –
like this Olearia algida (Alpine Daisy-bush, left) and
Epacris paludosa, (Swamp Heath, right) - can often
take several months. Photographs © ANBG

THE
GUTHEGA
SKINK

Why do scientists regularly head
out into the field – at times in
challenging settings – to take
a closer look at things? They’ll
mark out plots, set up cameras,
measure weather and count plants
and animals – the natives and the
pests. Then they head indoors
again to consolidate their information and analyse it, often in
conjunction with data that’s been
brought down off the mountains
previously by other scientists. The
rationale behind all this is simple,
and it begins with the assumption that we want to look after our
natural landscapes.

There are plenty of reasons to do this: clean water heads the list of practical essentials,
while as socially responsible people, we believe we’re expected to hand these places on to
our children in a healthy state. But how does the work of the scientist translate to care of a
landscape? It would appear, directly.
Scientists build a bank of knowledge about how natural landscapes work. Park managers
are armed with this information and with it, make good decisions about how best to manage
these landscapes. For example, they know the best time to head out to spot and control
hawkweed; how slowing water movement through the bogs and fens boosts their regeneration post-fire; where the threatened species are, and how best to buffer them from future
threats.
At the moment, one scientist – researcher Zak Atkins, a PhD candidate at Latrobe University
– is taking a close look at the Guthega Skink (Liopholis guthega). His interest in this particular skink, which is endemic to the Australian Alps, followed a discussion with the senior
scientist at Melbourne Zoo. Learning that Zoos Victoria was keen to gain an insight into
this species, Zak stepped forward to answer some key questions. “To manage a nationally
endangered animal and make informed decisions, you first need information on its ecology
and biology. Up until a few years ago there was no information on this particular species.
Any management decisions were based on inferences taken from other similar species
which we found were not very accurate.”
Apart from making informed decisions that support the skink in the wild, the information
Zak is gathering is destined to support any future captive breeding program run by Zoos
Victoria at Healesville Sanctuary. So what exactly is Zak’s plan?
Juvenile Guthega Skinks located in Kosciuszko National Park, one of the known two geographically isolated locations.

Using opportunistic sightings and capture records dating back to the 60s – from other scientists in the field carrying out their own work – he first headed out to find the skink. “It was
almost a disaster because, after days in the field, I couldn’t find it. My supervisor was at the
point of suggesting I select a different subject to research, when I found my first colony.”
With his ‘eye’ now in, Zak was able to find active colonies and begin work: to discover more
about the species’ ecology, life history and thermal biology. He’s looking at this across two
distinct areas: the skink occupies two geographically isolated locations, one in Kosciuszko
National Park and the other on the Bogong High Plains. “I’m looking at the distribution and
relatedness of both populations, and I’m investigating whether that translates into a variation in life history traits.” In other words, are the two groups different enough to be reclassified as separate sub species? Are they physically different, do they have differing diets,
do they reproduce differently? Zak is also looking at the microhabitat selection and thermal
biology of both groups – where they form colonies and what the relationship is between the
skink and its setting through the winter. Understanding this may help explain their restricted
alpine distribution and help make management decisions to buffer them against changes in
future temperature, snow depth and duration.
Zak’s research findings – which include results from both ND4 mitochondrial gene sequencing and next-generation sequencing* – will be published next year. For more information,
contact Zak directly, Z.Atkins@latrobe.edu.au.
*funded by the Australian Alps Program, publishers of this publication.

Scientific research in action and in the field: Zak Atkins catching skinks in Kosciuszko National Park.

RAISING
THE BLAZED
TREE

One hundred years ago, a survey was
completed which defined a newly created
Australian Capital Territory. If you stood
at the centre of what is now Canberra,
you would have been ringed by more
than a thousand trees, each marked by
the team of surveyors charged with the
job. And what a job that was as much of
the landscape was incredibly tough to
traverse let alone survey, and the brief
called for the boundary to mark the natural watershed, ensuring the ACT’s future
water supply.

The carefully lowered Mouat tree is ready for transportation to its new location.

The Surveyor-General of the time – Charles Robert Scrivener – assigned the task to surveyors Percy Sheaffe, Freddie Johnston and Harry Mouat, all highly skilled bush-men who from
1910 spent the next five years surveying the boundary, placing marker stones or lockspits,
keeping painstaking notes in their field books and making permanent reference points by
cutting specially marked blazes into trees. The legacy of their work, aside from the ACT
itself, is a list of place names taken from those field books – Rolling Ground Gap, Brumby
Flat – and the tree markers. But where there were once 1,500 of these trees, thanks to natural processes like fire, only a handful now remain.
Which is why four key ACT bodies have come together behind a project designed to mark
the centenary of this survey feat and protect a piece of it for the future. Working collaboratively, the Surveying & Spatial Sciences Institute (SSSI), the ACT Parks & Conservation
Service, ACT Heritage and the Canberra Museum & Gallery are in the midst of The Mouat
Tree project. A dead standing tree, one of Harry Mouat’s permanent reference points, was
selected as the focal-point. From its site in a remote location in the southern section of
Namadgi National Park, it was carefully dug out and lowered to the ground by Parks’ staff.
A helicopter lift brought it to the Namadgi Visitor Centre precinct where conservation treatments aim to help preserve it for the future.

An axe was used to blaze the survey trees, then the hand-chiselled inscription CT (Commonwealth Territory)
with the surveyor’s broad arrow was painstakingly carved. Over 1,500 of these historic border reference trees
would have been blazed - a handful remain.

But it’s an ongoing project as funding is now needed to tackle the next stage – preparing to
raise it under permanent shelter with interpretive signage to explain what this, and the many
other blazed trees that once ringed Canberra, represent. For more information visit:
http://themouattree.org.au/the-survey-story/

ALL HANDS
ON THE
ALPINE BOGS

It’s not news that the alpine
bogs are considered worthy of our care and protection – they are listed in the
Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act. It’s also well
known why. What is news
is that health-boosting
work on Victoria’s alpine
bogs is being co-ordinated
and significantly funded in
a move to make the biggest
difference possible…

Based at Park Victoria’s Bright office, Monica Hersburgh is the Coordinator for the Peatland
Protection Program*. She explains that these ecosystems are routinely and significantly buffeted – by fire, weeds, drought, pest animals, and by us. The program she co-ordinates aims to
restore a balance: much has been achieved during the past two years of a previous program,
and over the next three years, through the $1.75M Victorian Alpine Peatland Protection Program, a collection of projects and scheduled works is coming together to make a difference on
various fronts. The number of hands doing the work is many: from community volunteers to
paid staff from the who’s who of local landcare organisations.
Weed infestations, in or near bogs, are being systematically controlled. The aim is to reduce
a weed’s capacity to push bogs species aside as it colonises the space occupied by a diverse
collection of flora, some of which are themselves rare and threatened or providing habitat for
rare fauna.
Restoration works are also scheduled. From digging channels to allow water from dissused
aqueducts to flow into adjusted drying peatlands, to the construction of access tracks so that
the people carrying out the works are not doing more damage to the areas they are trying to
rehabilitate. At sites where there’s been illegal off-road driving, closure and rehabilitation is
taking place to protect alpine bogs. Fire planning is part of the package, including ensuring that
the location of the alpine bogs are known so that they can be factored into decision-making in
the fire control room during a crisis. Then there are the projects focussing on deer and horses.
Local community and Traditional Owners involvement is also integral to the success of the
Program.
It’s too early yet to see the effects, but Monica describes the Program as having enjoyed a great
start. “In relation to the alpine bogs, five years is too short a time frame to see a change in
overall bog condition although in some cases the benefits of weed removal are already visible.
Hopefully we’ll be able to secure funding for the next five to ten years – that’s the time frame
needed to establish a good foundation so that the bogs can reach a point where they are more
resilient and better able to cope with threats posed by climate change into the future.

Restoration work in peatland

*The Victorian Alpine Peatland Protection Program is an initiative jointly funded through Parks Victoria, the West
Gippsland Catchment Management Authority and the Australian Government’s National Landcare Programme (via the
North East, West Gippsland and East Gippsland Catchment Management Authorities).

SNOW
PATCHES,
LAKES &
FLOWERS

Priceless is the informed eye
that’s been roaming over a
protected landscape for decades.
In Ken Green’s case, his is the
perspective of 40 years research
in Australia’s snow country. What
follows is a series of snapshots
of change. Contact Ken directly to
get the full account...

During the early part of my connection with the Snowy Mountains in the 1970s, (undergraduate fauna surveys, a fox diet mini thesis) then fieldwork for my doctoral thesis through
the 1980s, I was more concerned with understanding what was there and what it was doing
than looking for signs of directional change.
Later, over three visits to subantarctic Heard Island, (1987, 1990 and 1992), thirty metres
depth of foreshore in front of our normal camp was washed away by longshore erosion due
to the retreat of the Stephenson Glacier. The glacier once provided me with a more-or-less
direct crossing of the island to my study penguin colony on the south coast. On the latest
satellite pictures there is a lagoon where I once picked my way around crevasses.
Glacier retreat has been a visible marker for climate change in many countries. Perhaps the
lack of glaciers in Australia helps explain the slower uptake of a reality here. But what were
our alternative markers?

(Top) A coracle on Blue Lake in early January 1906 (photograph courtesy of National Library of Australia). To get the same
pattern of snowpatches in 2007, required taking the photograph (bottom) in early November.

snow patches In summer 1995 shortly after joining NPWS in the Snowy Mountains it
occurred to me that alpine snowpatches could provide a window into past climates. Snowpatches have instantly recognisable patterns and so were easily named and remembered.
These snowpatches in the past reached depths of thirty metres and remained continuously for several years. I began monitoring these, recording their presence as summer and
autumn wore on, with the last snowpatch to survive into a second winter being in 1997.
Additionally I began searching out old photographs, reasoning that because of their predictable melt patterns (but not timing), it should be possible to look back in time. A photograph
taken on the Kosciuszko Summit Road in January 1923 showed snowpatch patterns that
can only be replicated now by a photograph in October. Seven of the thirty snowpatches
still present in February 2004 were established as long-term monitoring sites in association
with Catherine Pickering (Griffith University), with buried temperature loggers, permanent
vegetation plots and insect pitfall traps.

glacial lakes A study of the glacial lakes, including coring the winter ice, has revealed

that the water chemistry varies wildly from periods of ice cover to no ice cover, with highest
peaks in nutrients and acidity beneath the winter ice. The ice breakout date has advanced
from as late as mid-December in 1905, to November through the 1970s and now the ice
breaks up in October or even late September. Opaque lake ice before 1970 would have
shielded the organisms in the water from harmful UV light. Without shade the organisms
were inundated with light that was enriched with UV because of the hole in the ozone layer.
What impact the change in spring chemistry and exposure to UV are having is not known.
This year, for the first time, the surface of the lake was still not completely frozen over in
late July.

spring flowers and animals Elsewhere in the world botanists have recorded the time

of flowering of alpine species over many decades and found a change. There was no such
list in Australia but I had my field notebooks dating back to 1977 so I had some data to
begin with. I began regular recording of flowering on the Main Range which showed that
things were changing here too. Everything was happening earlier and the snow gentians,
once a signature species of autumn were flowering as early as January. I had other data
in my field notebooks, on birds and insects, that also showed a shift. Now data collection
is formalised with weekly monitoring of flowering of alpine plants, emergence of selected
insect species and, in spring, the arrival of migratory bird species. Possibly the most important date in spring for many organisms trying to survive the mountain ecosystem is the first
arrival of the bogong moths - luckily I have managed to record that date for 24 years out
of the past 40. These moths are a keystone species in the ecology of the alpine zone with
annual contributions to the system of 5000 GJ of energy and over seven tonnes of nitrogen
and one tonne of phosphorus.

shifts in elevation At the first meeting of the Global Mountain Biodiversity Assessment
in 2000, I first heard of GLORIA (Global Observation Research Initiative in Alpine Environments) with 160 sites established from 41 mountain regions around the world. In 2004, in
association with Catherine Pickering, we established five Australian sites from 1729 m to
2114 m elevation on a spur of Mount Clarke. The composition of vascular plants was determined, and soil temperature and nutrients were measured on each aspect of each site by
standardised methods. We concluded that increasing temperatures and reduced snowcover
are likely to result in an increase in shrubs, herbs and weeds at higher elevations. When the
sites were remeasured in 2011, we found this already happening with an overall increase in
grasses across the five summits and the increasing dominance of tall shrubs at the lower
end of the gradient. The permanent pitfall traps set up on the GLORIA sites will tell us
whether insects are also moving to higher elevations, as are animals such as wallabies and
rabbits and pathogens such as Phytophthora causing dieback in alpine shrubs.

Ken Green, ice coring at Blue Lake, Kosciuszko National Park. Coring the winter ice reveals wild variations in water chemistry
from periods of ice cover to no ice cover, with highest peaks in nutrients and acidity beneath the winter ice.

VALE
ROGER GOOD
Sadly, on October 12th, 2015, one of Australia’s eminent alpine ecologists and naturalists,
Roger Good lost a battle with cancer. Roger loved nature and his contributions to national and
international conservation efforts during his professional career contributed significantly to
a better Australia and a better planet. Roger’s early professional career began in the 1960s with
the NSW Soil Conservation Service where he helped manage the restoration of severely eroding
catchments in the then Kosciuszko State Park.
In the 1970s Roger commenced work with the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service and his
professional contributions included early computer modelling work of fire in natural mountain
environments; contributions to the establishment of the Victorian Alpine National Park; changes
to the governance of fire management in Kosciuszko National Park (from the Hume Snowy
Bushfire Prevention Scheme to the National Parks and Wildlife Service); and, the establishment
of the Australian Alps national parks Cooperative Management Program. Cohesive management
for Australia’s mountain catchments that span two states and a territory was made possible by
a new Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and Roger Good was one of four visionaries that
helped establish this MOU (and the subsequent formation of the AALC).
Roger’s contributions in the Australian Alps national parks have been outstanding. He has
achieved on-ground conservation restoration in alpine and wetland environments; facilitated
improved science-based management, particularly for fire and wetlands and he facilitated enduring multi-government co-operation for looking after the Alps parks and the catchments they
protect. His permanent legacy to all Australians is an alpine area that is recovering and has an
extant, rich, diverse and spectacular Alps flora and fauna that is National Heritage Listed. He will
be greatly missed.
Alpine ecologist Roger Good identifying a rare alpine plant species,
Snowy River headwaters, Kosciuszko alpine area, January 2011

OUR NEW
REFERENCE GROUPS
The Alps Program – which supports co-operative management
of the Australian Alps – routinely takes stock of the way it
goes about doing just that. This year in May, a collective
of agency personnel associated with the Program met at
Albury. Their task was to discuss, share ideas and conclude
the best structure for the Program to operate within over the
coming three year (strategic plan) period...

(Prepared by Graeme L. Worboys, Andy Spate, Adrienne Nicotra, Graeme Enders, Jennie Whinam and Stuart Johnston,
16 October 2015)

A well-facilitated workshop developed a set of agreed Core Values and Immediate Priorities for 2016-2018. As part of the discussion
the number of Reference Groups was reviewed with some suggested options. The AALC reviewed these options with the final outcomes having the program move from seven to three reference groups.
These are: Environment (Climate Change; Natural Resource Management; Water and Catchments); Cultural Heritage (Cultural Heritage); and Connecting People (Visitor Experiences; Stakeholder & Communication). The work of the Australian Alps Traditional Owners
Reference Group will now be managed through the agencies arrangements for local Traditional Owner consultation. The Cultural Heritage Reference Group will network with the agencies to engage with Traditional Owners on relevant Program projects.
Membership of the Reference Groups has been reviewed and each agency now has the option of up to three representatives per group.
The Australian Alps Liaison Committee and Program Manager welcome continuing and new members to the Environment, Cultural
Heritage, and Connecting People groups. A gathering in Thredbo in mid November sees the new collective come together to share their
knowledge and enthusiasm. Thanks to Chris Smith, Parks Victoria and Dr Jeremy Groves for taking on convenor roles of respectively
the Cultural Heritage and Environment Reference Groups.

FROM WHALE TO
MOTHS COUNTRY

IT’S USEFUL,
A GREAT READ
AND IT’S FREE

There’s a path that has seemingly always led from the
sea to the top of Australia’s highest peak. It was known
to Aboriginal peoples, who followed it from the whale
places near Eden’s Two Fold Bay to the Bogong moth
sites around Mt Kosciuszko. From sea level to 2,228
metres, this pathway is an extraordinary link not only
between the physical places it crosses, but also between
the landscape and the people who have traversed it. And
just as the landscape is in fact a series of very different
settings, the travellers who made use of the pathway
have also been culturally different…

This book is not just about mountains, but there is a mountain on the cover and a man with a mountain bias – Graeme Worboys* - is lurking in the list of authors & editors.
Whether you download the whole book or a chapter, Protected Area Governance and Management is
an astonishing resource. With over 900 pages filled with tables, diagrams, breathtaking images and
succinct explanations - it’s all there, and to repeat, its free. Regardless of the type of natural landscape,
this is the guide to help direct the protected area manager’s hand and it includes content for rangers
as well as for national park chief executives. This resource encourages a better understanding of the
earth’s valuable places, their natural and cultural heritage values, and the myriad of factors – positive
and negative – that affect their protection, governance and management. For those with a mountain
bias, go to Chapter 3 for the special mountain insights provided by Emeritus Professor Larry Hamilton
in his Box 3.2. Visit http://press.anu.edu.au/titles/protected-area-governance-and-management-2/
protected-area-governance-and-management/ to pop it onto your desktop.

Known as the Bundian Way*, its main route took people
from coast to mountain-tops. At one spur, it branched
off towards Victoria’s Gippsland in one direction and
towards the New South Wales’ Western Plains in the
other. Aboriginal peoples travelled always to share in the
ceremony and feasting based around the annual glut of
Bogong Moths in the mountains. They later shared the
Way with European settlers, boosting exploration into
unknown areas and later settlement.
The Way was always known to exist, but until a survey
was recently completed, there was some discussion
about exactly where that might be. Thanks to the Eden
Local Aboriginal Land Council, local government, state
forests, interested private land-owners and the NSW
National Parks and Wildlife Service, for the last decade
naturalist and poet John Blay has been supported in his
effort to map the pathway. Cultural evidence – Aboriginal
and post settlement – has helped pinpoint the route.
Trees scarred through the crafting of carrying vessels,
rock tools, camp sites and yam fields – all these have
been useful clues. The Bundian Way, now officially surveyed, carries New South Wales State Heritage Listing.
The story of the process makes for great reading in John
Blays just-published book – On Track: Searching out the
Bundian Way**.
In the future, there’s talk of tending the ancient yam
fields and of possibly guiding people along sections of
the Way so they can experience its extraordinary landscapes for themselves.
* http://www.bundianway.com.au/bundian_way.htm
**https://www.newsouthbooks.com.au/books/track/

Given the 169 authors who put their volunteer time into generating this book, support their efforts by
passing on the link to others who you think could make good use of it.
* Graeme Worboys is a Protected Area Management Specialist, Co-Vice Chair (Connectivity Conservation and Mountains) IUCN
WCPA and Adjunct Fellow, Fenner School, Australian National University

SEARCH
THIS

We all use online tools. From hunting down a car part on ebay to booking movie tickets,
much of what gets done in life happens via a screen. And here’s a nifty little tool any Alpsinterested person will find riveting – though ‘little’ is probably underselling its information
base by many terabytes and the fifteen strong team of spatial scientists who’ve created and
tend it.
The Protected Matters Search Tool sits on the Department of Environment’s web site (http://www.
environment.gov.au/webgis-framework/apps/pmst/pmst.jsf, punch it in or click here). Via an interactive
map, you pick an area of interest then pull up what you’d like to know using a list of tick-able options.
The value in this particular tool is what sits behind the filters – layers of invaluable, detailed and accessible data. Engangered plant and animal species; protected area boundaries; cultural heritage sites: it’s
all there. Want a report? Click a tab and a report will be generated – free – and emailed to you.
Pay the site a visit and you’ll begin to see how useful it could be: to support management decisions,
funding applications, community consultation or just simply to get an informed overview of your part
of the Alps.

OFF-ROAD
AMBOS

There may be times in an emergency
when a helicopter can’t offer support.
Knowing this, an exercise has been
designed and held to explore the
capacity of various agencies – crews
and vehicles – to notionally reach
someone in a crisis, off the bitumen
and in the mountains.

The test site was carefully chosen and 21 emergency vehicles and crews converged. In
the line-up were: members from both New South Wales and Victoria Police; Ambulance
Victoria; New South Wales Forests; Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning;
and Parks Victoria. The main challenge for everyone on the day was the six kilometre-long
stretch of steeply climbing track between Mountain Creek and Mount Joan - known by 4WD
enthusiasts as ‘The Staircase’. Given the site sits within the Snowy River National Park,
Parks Victoria rangers Gary Bellesini and David Butterworth (both based at Bendoc) were
the ones contributing local knowledge and leading an evenly dispersed convey. Says Gary,
“We picked The Staircase for good reason: if a vehicle can drive that, both it and the driver
have a good level of competence.”
Everyone met the night before at the Parks Victoria depot at Deddick, some camping, some
sleeping in the house and others throwing a swag down in the depot office. Each agency
pooled their resources and together they networked over a BBQ dinner. The next day began
with a comprehensive briefing covering convoy techniques on 4WD tracks and managing communications in remote areas. The convoy then got underway in the Snowy River
National Park, stopping for lunch at Mountain Creek where another briefing was held to see
how everyone was going and what to be prepared for with The Staircase ahead. At base of
the test track, the convoy headed up with Gary and David leading the way and some 4WD
mentors dispersed amongst the vehicles. All reached the top without a problem.
“What surprised us was the capacity of the fully equipped ambulances. We’d all predicted
they’d be too top heavy and possibly encounter some traction problems due to their roadtype tyres - but they all did remarkably well.”
Everyone agreed that this first-time exercise was a good way to get a feeling for how to best
respond to an emergency in an area that was outside your usual patch. There’s talk of making it an annual event, and moving it around to broaden the local knowledge.

The impressive line-up which came from all over
– they all made it up The Staircase.

FACES
AROUND
THE
ALPS
Mel

Mel Schroder is an Environmental Monitoring Officer for the NSW
National Parks & Wildlife Service based at Jindabyne. Her work in
Kosciuszko National Park is focussed on monitoring potential environmental impacts of new and existing recreational infrastructure
coupled with developing and implementing adaptive management
strategies to reduce threats.					
			
		
Gary Bellisini, Ranger team Leader (Snowy River, Errinundra, &
Alpine National Parks) says, “It’s great to be back in the mountains
and looking forward to being a part of the Connecting People Reference Group. I started my ranger team leader role at Bendoc earlier
this year. I also have a keen attachment to mountain protected area
management and want to do my best to enhance the experience of
visitors to the National Parks in my area of management.”
Gail Wright has been working at Parks Victoria for 24 years in
many roles including interpretation, information and education,
ranger, marketing and communication, recreation planning and
currently as Manager Community Engagement and Partnerships for
Eastern Region. “My home base is Orbost in East Gippsland and
the Snowy River and Alpine National Parks are my backdrop. There
is a community theme in my working life and connecting people
in meaningful ways to nature and the environment is a lifelong
passion.” Gail is a Parks Victoria representative on the Connecting
People Reference Group.
Bridget Grant is the Area Chief Ranger Valley Plains and Coast.
She works from the Parks Victoria Traralgon, Sale, Loch Sport and
Heyfield (Alpine National Park) offices and has a keen interest in
Cultural Heritage and Joint Management.				

Gary

Gail

Tristan Ricketson is the Ranger for the Byadbo Wilderness in
Kosciuszko National Park. He works from the Jindabyne Office
and has been nominated to the Cultural Heritage Reference Group.
Tristan has had a long affiliation with the Australian Alps for both
work and recreation.			
		
Greg Cullen has taken over the role of acting Ranger Bogong while
Matt White is acting Area Manager. Greg has been in the NPWS for
26 years and, among other things, was previously responsible for
implementing the Orange Hawkweed program in Kosciuszko NP.
Jo Caldwell has recently been appointed to the role of Hawkweed
Project Officer. Jo has previously undertaken this role but has more
recently been involved in the Supplementary Pest Control Trial
(trained volunteers shooting pests in parks) in Woomargama NP.
The Alps Program also welcomes new reference groups members Sue Bulger, Dan Nicholls, Patricia Wilkinson (NPWS); Krystal Hurst
(ACT Parks & Conservation); and Katherine Mullett (Parks Victoria).

Bridget

Tristan

diary
2015
November (17-19) 		
Alps Program Symposium
Thredbo Village
December			
(11th)
World Mountains Day
2016*
April				
Heads of Agency annual meeting –
Namadgi NP
April				
Green Guide Rehab workshops
Kosciuszko and Alpine NP’s
April – May			
Reference Groups meetings
(face to face)
May				
Alps Science Management Forum
June – July
Operations workshop - XC Ski Trail
Management – Falls Creek/ANP Vic.
June – July
AAnp Program Management moves
to the ACT Parks & Conservation
Service for the years 2016-2019
*Dates to be confirmed in forthcoming newsletter editions of News from
the Alps

FROM A
CANADIAN
FIRE
GROUND

The following* is by Brett McNamara (Regional Manager with ACT
Parks & Conservation Service). It
was written it in a spare hour while
waiting for a helicopter transfer
from the fire ground – Brett being
one of an international collection
of fire fighters on deployment in
Canada during the recent fires.
Among the Australians were staff
from the agencies which share the
management of our Alps.

Recently a group of Australian fire fighters were drawn together for an international deployment
to a distant land. A northern hemisphere summer had brought unparalleled fire weather with
over three million hectares of a Canadian landscape burnt. This group gathered in anticipation,
tinged with a hint of apprehension.
Would we be capable of performing under difficult conditions in a far-flung land? In a hemisphere where the points of a compass seem so unfamiliar, where the weather patterns emerge
from different quarters, where the sun seems never to set, where they drive on the wrong side
of the road. Upon arrival we were warmly welcomed by our Canadian hosts, gracious that
strangers had travelled so far to lend a helping hand in their desperate time of need. While the
principles of fire suppression are somewhat universal, the subtle nuances of the Canadian fire
landscape were quickly appreciated.
The remote fire complexes of Alberta were unlike any fire ground we had witnessed. Fire simply shouldn’t burn in a peat bog swamp where you could possibly drown, but it does. There is
no climate change sceptic at the end of a Canadian fire hose. With global warming it burns hot,
leaving a charred and smouldering footprint, lying dormant until the next run of fire across a
unique Muskeg landscape. Muskeg is so foreign; a sodden swamp perched on top of permafrost, astonishing by Australian conditions.
In amongst this muskeg you met inspirational people, professional colleagues who soon
become close friends. Fire fighters drawn from across the global community, while speaking a
different language all share a common bond. On the fire line you have reason to share a yarn;
you gain an insight into a parallel world. To witness proud First Nations (indigenous peoples)
crews teaching a foreign fire fighter the subtle intricacies of a rich ancient custom, simply
personified the unique international flavour of this deployment. It was rather special.
As we departed the Canadian shores, we left safe in the knowledge that if we ever needed a
hand down under, all we would have to do is ask. Our Canadian friends would quickly respond.
I sense that the world of fire fighting just became a bit smaller.
Brett McNamara at a Canadian fire ground.
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